Integrated Logistics Support Center

**ABOUT ILSC**

Integrated Logistics Support Center (ILSC) provides global logistics solutions to enable Command, Control, Computers, Communications, Cyber, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C5ISR) readiness. As the Army’s premier logistics organization for C5ISR life cycle support, we ensure that Soldiers are equipped and ready to execute missions in support of Army priorities and combatant commanders’ requirements.

- **I**ntegrates and synchronizes C5ISR capabilities throughout the acquisition life cycle
- **L**everages industry “best practices” to optimize resources and supply chain to achieve materiel readiness
- **S**upports Soldier readiness through home station support and enterprise reach-back capabilities
- **C**oordinates with Program Executive Offices (PEOs), and commanders to provide materiel solutions for current and future requirements

“We integrate and synchronize C5ISR capabilities to ensure Battlefield Readiness”

Our #1 Priority is the Soldier!
ILSC WEAPONS DIRECTORATES

Intelligence, Electronic Warfare & Sensors (IEW&S)

IEW&S ensures that complete sustainment support is provided for assets that feed national intelligence and exploitation systems to include reconnaissance, surveillance, target acquisition, electronic warfare, and force protection.

Command, Control, Communications–Tactical (C3T)

C3T is the premier provider of global logistics and sustainment for Command, Control, Communications–Tactical (C3T) systems and equipment through maintenance, supply chain management, and acquisition logistics to enable unified land operations for the Expeditionary Army.

Enterprise Soldier Aviation (ESA)

ESA is designated as the command focal point for aviation communications in support of external program managers, PEOs, Project Managers, and other customers.

Communications Security Logistics Activity (CSLA)

CSLA provides the Armed Forces with comprehensive logistics and operational support for communications security equipment, cryptographic key, and related technologies to safeguard national security.

Power and Environmental (P&E)

P&E functions as the CECOM Power Sources Center of Excellence (PSCOE) and provides the Army portable power and environmental solutions that are essential to sustaining the Soldier.

ILSC Core Competencies

- National Inventory Control Point
- National Maintenance Point
- Life Cycle Logistics Support Planning
- Production & Industrial Base Management
- Materiel Supply Chain Management
- NET/NEF Training & Technical Assistance
- Maintenance Support Planning & Repair
- Security Assistance Program Management
- Communications Security (COMSEC)

Visit the CECOM ILSC website at: http://cecom.army.mil/about.html